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University of Hawaii Board of Regents,

Student Mr Dustin Migues established Hawaiian residency in 2015. Mr Migues moved to Honolulu, HI with intent under legal standards to remain a resident with his Federally connected husband. Mr Migues is denied Federal benefits outside of Supreme Court of the United States No. 14-556 JAMES OBERGEFELL, ET AL., PETITIONERS v. RICHARD HODGES, DIRECTOR, OHIO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, ET AL. No. 14-562 VALERIA TANCO, ET AL., PETITIONERS v. BILL HASLAM, GOVERNOR OF TENNESSEE, ET AL otherwise known as marriage equality. Mr Migues resided under a mile from the University of Hawaii at Manoa. During this time students were actively protesting marriage equality with cameras and wedding attire. Mr Migues was intimidated out of his home during what may be classified as a homosexual witch–hunt on a Federal level due to retaliation over marriage equality. Mr. Migues is a diagnosed victim of crime and disabled. A disability order was provided to the University of Hawaii board of residency review granting Hawaiian resident tuition. There is not a prevision in HAR pertaining to disability and residency status. The residency review board denied residency status. After a disability order was provided to the University of Hawaii. Disability discrimination and retaliation took place. Mr Migues was forbidden speech by preventing access to financial aid staff denying effective planning. Mr Migues was indefinitely denied access to State and Federal student aid. Nikki Chun referenced private institutions such as Brigham Young University when retaliating against a disabled student who provided a disability order. A denied insurance claim based on organized LGBT targeting took place. VPSS who oversees emergency funding denied funding with a funding limit placed that is the exact amount of my current rent. A show of support targeting those who are LGBT if you will. Mr. Migues signed a waver for VPSS to facilitate entry into the research university by informing classified staff, staff, employees & student employees Mr Migues is a diagnosed victim of crime who experienced child/human sexual trafficking. A preventive measure assuring Mr Migues will not be re-victimized. VPSS refused to facilitate entry into the University of Hawaii. Mr Migues is attending PHIL 449. A required class was scheduled on the same day as Mr Migues is to provide testimony.
Mr Migues requires the following:

A. VPSS facilitate entry into the University of Hawaii by officially notifying all staff Mr Migues is a diagnosed victim of crime.
B. The University of Hawaii authorize emergency funding without placing obstructionist barriers or claiming there are no monies.
C. Authorize residency status for tuition granting access to resident loans and funding programs.
D. Overturn indefinite denial of State and Federal student financial aid.
E. Allow access to all financial aid staff.
F. Remove Nikki Chun from contact with Mr Migues.
Dustin N Migues  7/20/2023

The patient was seen for a medical appointment. Patient is requiring a note for medical exception letter for establishing residency in Hawaii since 2015. Patient reports [REDACTED] caused him to leave the state for a medical reason.

Physician/Practitioner/Staff Signature
If Mr Dustin Migues is unable to attend to provide testimony. This document is the legally binding words of Mr Migues and is to serve as testimony in its entirety.
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